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These times are trying on all of us. Entertaining kids at home can feel like a daunting
task. Parents are trying to work, educate, and entertain all while the whole
household is at home. It is exhausting and simultaneously magical. We are both
overwhelmed and filled with joy. Finding ways to entertain the kids that allows us to
have a little downtime are an absolute must. This guide is packed with ideas for
entertaining kids from inside our homes. Best of luck!
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OBIE is an interactive projection system that brings games and activities to life
anywhere in your house. Homeschooling and special game time will never be the
same because, with Obie, you can play hundreds of games on any surface including
tables, walls, and floors. It’s not your typical video game- your kids can play
together or individually in an active way by hitting targets on the wall, bouncing on
the floor, or playing a game on the surface of your table. All of the games on Obie
are educational and fun, making your home into a fun, interactive classroom that will
get your child excited to learn.

Obie has four different modes- floor, table, wall, and avatar mode. It has hundreds of
different interactive games and it doesn’t require much upkeep or maintenance. You
can control the device and the play with the app which is available on iOS or
Android devices. You won’t find the games on Obie anywhere else either- they are
made just for Obie and new games are released every month. Your child will have so
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much fun playing with this interactive gaming system, and it will keep them up off
the couch while doing it!

SHOP:
Obie
EXPLORE AND CONNECT:
Obie | Facebook | Instagram | Twitter | Youtube

This cool looking ride is anything but a scooter. The Nighthawk will have your child
entertained for hours on end. And better yet? They’ll be able to spend that time
outside. The Nighthawk is a ride-on that can reach speeds of up to 6 mph, giving
your child the thrill of speed without being dangerous. The unique steering
technique and the accelerator and brake pedals allow the rider to control the speed
and the maneuverability of the Nighthawk, so they are always in complete control.

This super cool ride-on will give your child plenty of time outside. In fact, they
probably won’t want to come back in! The speed, the swift steering, and the fun
they will have learning and playing with the Nighthawk will have them begging to go
outside instead of sitting on their devices.

SHOP:
Nighthawk
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